
Software issues



In this Power Point you will find some basic 
troubleshooting that you are able to do before 
contacting our Helpdesk line. Here we will see what 
steps can be taken when we are talking about softwares 
that are installed in your computer.
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Java installation in VPN computer

When you receive this message on your pc, here’s 
what you will need to do in order to solve it:

Troubleshooting:

• Shutdown your pc;
• Wait with the computer off for two minutes;
• Start the computer again and confirm that you receive the same 

message;
• Take a picture or a screenshot of the issue;
• Contact our line or ask your supervisor to open a ticket with the 

images attached and your pc name.



Shortcuts folder

When inside the shortcuts folder, 
the icons must always be as 

shown on the left image, If the 
folder looks like the image on the 
right (with no icon shown on the 
shortcuts), restart the computer 

and the Router.

Should the issue persist then 
write down all the steps that you 

took, add an image or a 
screenshot of the issue so a ticket 

can be open.



TP Logger error

When you get this pop-up message on your screen, 
it means you have not closed the program properly.

Click “Ok” and cancel the shut down. Before ending 
your shift always disconnect properly from all the 
apps, files or programs installed in your pc.



- When you have the options “Open” and 
“Restart” grayed out, a ticket must be 
open asking for the Citrix Session to be 
shut down for this specific user. You 
must provide the EMEA user name (last 
name.number);

- After this has been made, ask the agent 
to login again to Citrix.

- In case the error persists, remove the 
Thinkiosk user (at Advanced System 
Settings), check Windows Update, Restart 
the computer and try again.

- Should after all these steps the issue 
remain, please take a screenshot and an 
image, describe all the steps that you 
took, open a ticket and / or contact our 
line so we can assist you.

Citrix error



Citrix / SRW Starting environment issue

 The user has problems logging into Citrix and gets the 
following message “Checking if the plug is installed”.

 Usually, the problem is linked to the lack of Windows 
Updates, so do all the updates required before accessing 
Secure Remote Worker (SRW). If this does not work, please 
uninstall SRW and install it again.

 Follow the step to manually uninstall the Citrix package
 Remove the Profile Thinkiosk user
 Link to install SRW again: 

https://cloudcampus.teleperformance.pt/



When this app is installed in your computer the 
service status always needs to be “On”! Without it 
you can not access your tools as they will be 
blocked.

Troubleshooting:

• Confirm that the agent always enters 
the VPN before logging in to the 
Windows Profile

• If the agent still has issues with the 
tool, please take a screenshot or a 
picture, open a ticket and put it in 
attachment so this can be looked in to.

• IMPORTANT: The PC name and shift 
hours of the agent have to be in the 
ticket.

ZScaler issues



Open Office / Word file error

This error may appear when you open a file after you have logged in to your VPN or VDI.

First we need to verify if the user can 
open any document and if it pops up 
the same message.

- If that happens, try to create a new 
document, save it in the shared 
folder and try to open it;
- If it doesn’t happen, you only 

have issue with documents that 
are on the share folder, Teams, 
etc.

- For booth requests, please copy 
the link/path of the folders where 
the document is and add that 
information to the ticket, 
explaining the issue in detail.



Screen of Death (SOD)

When this message appears please let the 
scan complete. After that, if the same 
screen still appears do a force shutdown by 
pressing the power button of Windows for 
10 seconds.

Plug out the supply cable, click on power 
button for 10 seconds with the supply 
cable plug in.
 Wait 2 minutes
 Restart the PC
 And confirm if the issue remains
 With the evidence open a ticket for this 

to be checked.

If the computer with issues is a personal one, the agent must seek the help of a technician.



If the user is trying to use 
the shared folder and it 
shows the error on the right, 
this means that the user is 
currently locked out.

To confirm the domain, 
check the link to see if it says 
EMEA or Office.

Open a ticket asking for the 
account to be unlocked. 
After receiving confirmation 
of the unlock, restart the 
computer and this should 
work.

Office Access



Windows login error

When you get this message on your screen, it 
means you are not doing the login correctly.

Login to the VPN first and then to Windows. Should 
this message still appear, please contact the line.



• If Teams appears like this it means there 
is a connection problem. This will not be 
solved by restarting Teams.

• Reach Welcome Desk Support, MS 
Teams must be installed again. Take a 
picture or a screenshot and attach it to 
ticket too.

Teams error



Office tools error

If this message appears when you 
try to access your Outlook or any 
other office app, it means you lost 
access to your Office tools.

Reach Welcome Desk Support  
asking for access to your Office 
tools.



Altitude PABX error

- When you open Altitude and it shows a PABX error, this 
means that you are not able to use it. Sometimes this may 
occur when you are logging in.

- To solve this situation you can attempt a restart of both the 
router and your pc. If the problem persists, take a picture 
and reach Welcome Desk Support so this can be checked by 
one of our teams.



Altitude error

 When opening Altitude, the user might notice a clock 
symbol when trying to get ready to work. 

 This is usually connected to an issue related with Avaya. To 
try and solve this we must close Altitude and Avaya, and try 
to connect on Avaya, checking the Extension and User to 
see if they are correct. If we can not solve the issue by 
making sure Avaya is well connected, then we must forward 
open a ticket to install Avaya and Altitude all over again.


